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Executive Summary
KANO (meaning “possible”) is a musical instrument
app for tablet devices designed to bring the capability of solo and collaborative musical improvisation
into the hands of non-musicians.

Players of musical instruments typically have to learn
and memorize many musical structures before learning to improvise notes that are in harmony with each
other. KANO aims to visually display these structures
in a way that arms non-musicians with the ability to
improvise from the moment they pick up the app.

For YAMAHA, a company long focused on musical
innovation, KANO represents an exciting foray into
the world’s fastest growing instrument - the mobile
device. It represents a movement into vast new market, in which YAMAHA can be branded as a leader in
mobile music making,
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Context

A person walks into a room with nothing in it but an
open piano. Even though they have limited or no experience playing it, they still choose to playfully tap
on the keys in an attempt to create a melody that
sounds nice. This is a situation we have all seen.
This is probably a situation you yourself have been
in.
Unfortunately, for the player, they sooner or later
start hitting the keys that don’t sound good with their
mini-improvisation. This is usually when they give up
and lament their inability to play.

Analysis	
  
Chapter	
  one	
  presents	
  the	
  analysis	
  you	
  have	
  done	
  in	
  both	
  a	
  textual	
  and	
  visual	
  
manner	
  (e.g.	
  presenting	
  photo’s,	
  a	
  representation	
  of	
  an	
  existing	
  experience	
  journey	
  
in	
  storyboard	
  format).	
  Be	
  very	
  sparse	
  with	
  information	
  found	
  on	
  the	
  internet	
  (e.g.	
  
charts,	
  tables,	
  etc,	
  we	
  want	
  YOUR	
  content).	
  Conclude	
  the	
  chapter	
  with	
  a	
  succinct	
  
design	
  brief	
  that	
  list	
  the	
  requirements	
  derived	
  from	
  your	
  analysis	
  in	
  a	
  systemic	
  way.	
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Process: Analysis

Conversations with Teachers
Through my conversations with a music teachers, I distilled some methods of
teaching improvisation that I thought would be interesting.
1. Easing students into improvisation by means of having them introduce
one note into a piece at a time. This lowers the perceived boundaries
of having to improvise an entire melody.
2. Practicing delays and spacing between playing notes. A common “nov
ice” trait is to play any notes along a scale on top without regards to
rhythm. The notes will not sound “bad” but without timing they don’t
sound “great.” Similar to the use of negative space in design and art.
3.

The tried and true practice of using backing tracks, in which a key and
progression is recorded on a track and given to the student, for them
to practice scales and melodies on top of them at home.
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Conversations with
Bill Buxton: Interface Design Researcher
I was fortunate to have as a resource, Bill Buxton, the Principal
Researcher at Microsoft Research. He was particularly well suited
to the project because his first degree was in music, he played as
a saxaphonist in bands, and got his start in computers designing
some of the first digital musical instruments, including taking part in
the first multitouch surface in 1980s at the University of Toronto - a
surface that was made for music-making.
In discussing how to make a valuable musical experience for amateurs and people not familiar with playing and making music he
posed a valuable question:

“If you told someone who had never studied music they had a week to prepare to either conduct an
orchestra or to play a violin part, what would they
choose?”

<PIC OF BILL>

Bill Buxton working on the digital music system at the National
Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, circa 1970.
http://www.billbuxton.com/billPhotos.html
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Many people including many musicians who don’t play violin would choose
the former option? Why? Bill’s reasoning is that even “untrained” people are
already familiar with things such as expression and rhythm . Playing volin, on
the other hand, is a much more daunting task technically, in his words, takes
13 years to be able to play well. Also, for someone not particularly devoted to
violin, they would derive more pleasure from directing the emotion of an entire
piece.
The significance of this is that he brings up the concept of “points of entry.”that there are several jumping on points of how to engage people in music
- especially with digital technology. Being able to physically get together an
orchestra to conduct would be hard, but the experience could certainly be
simulated on a digital platform with user inputs being interpreted as rhythm
and tempo data for a digital orchestra.
This insight helped to open my mind in terms of what options I wanted the
user to have -of what value they would gain from acting as an instumentalist
as opposed to a conductor as opposed to a composer.

POINTS OF ENTRY
ex:
Conductor
Section

Each level of music has its own vertical
ladder of skill and equal relevance.

Instrumentalist
Composer
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Design Brief
Based on the analysis and research conducted, certain
criteria for success became clear.

Layers of Experience
Through talking to Bill, I gained the feeling
that it was important not to create an experience that would be too dumbed down.
Rather my philosophy for this project was
to be like an onion: to have several layers of
which beginners and more proficient musicians could access. This would allow ease
of entry, with greater and greater abilities
being allowed as proficiency with KANO increased.
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Building up “Intuition”
Like drawing, learning how to improvise music
is a skill that is built upon many other fine skills.
It is about knowing about the shapes of chords
and scales on the instrument and knowing when
to apply them. Someone who draws knows how
to set-up the structures for perspective or figure
drawing. The same applies to creating music.
What KANO is meant to do is not to substitute for
practice, but to make learning those musical structures vital to improvisation accessible, highly visual,
and fun to learn.

Proper Interface
I set out to neither emulate nor purposely ignore
existing interfaces (keyboard, guitar neck, etc.) I will
simply choose whatever works best for the beginner- to- amateur end user.
There are unique limitations to each musical instrument. This will explored further.
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Concept

Directions and Revisions

Direction #1: Digital Music System
My original direction was to create a distribution network
of “smart” music that would work with a multitouch
screen-based instrument. The music files not unlike
those sold on iTunes or any variety of digital music providers, except these files would be in a data format that
wuld include all the individual tracks and notation data.
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The premise was that all this extra data
packed in with the music files would allow
software that is designed to use them to take
any “smart”version of a song you own and
use it for it’s own purpose. A musical education app could teach you how to play the
song. Another app could turn the song into a
game.
I eventually steered away from this, as the
concept was becoming too general and I was
addressing too many issues,
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Direction #2: Analyzing Interfaces That
Can Facilitate Musical Learning.
One problem with piano is that when you learn a structure
like a “major triad” - the emotion you feel, usually described
as “positive” is never associated with a constant fingershape. If you play a major triad higher up on the keyboard it
will be a different fingering. Instruments like the guitar maintain the same shape, however they are usually fairly complicated for a beginner.
I researched instruments with unique interfaces from autoharps to accordians. I was immediately interested in the
“isomorphic keyboard”- a layout mathematically set up to
create instantly recognizable easy to play chord shapes.
I decided I would modify this concept with the inclusion of
color to drive in the emotional association.

Making the Joy of Improvisation
and Collaboration Accessible
What someone plays on one instrument triggers
possibilities to improvise on another.

Interface 1
Hand/Player I Bass/Chords

Hand/Player II Melody
For example, if Player I plays a “c”
chord on one instrument, it lights
up a major scale (in magenta) and a
minor scale (in blue) .. allowing for
Player II to play pick and choose
which sounds go with what Player I

C

C

I chose this “harmonic table” key layout for
Its ability to te easily learn and play scales
and chord shapes
Major Triad

Minor Triad
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Interface 1I
Hand/Player I Bass/Chords
F

C

Hand/Player II Melody

G

Cmaj
Cmin
C7
Cmaj7
Cmin7
Cdim
C

C

This interface, inspired by that of accordians,
stack possible chords underneath the bass
note, so that a chord can be played with
one button.

Physical Implementation

I was driven, to a physical interface early-on. However, I
decided not to adopt it as, the isomorphic keyboard appears very intimidating despite it’s actual ease of use when
it is manifested physically. A screen could easily hide what
needn’t be used.
Also, the cost of a physical device and an app would have
been the difference of hundreds of dollars- hardly appealing
for the casual music maker.
Physical Implementation II
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Development

Touching this will open up a
menu of instrument options.

This serves as an indicator
for in detail of what you have
chose with the scroll strip.

3 Essential modes
were paried down:
beats, rhythm, and lead
(melody.) Whatever
mode one chooses it
interactively triggers
different keys to light up
on another device.
running KANO.

This scroll strip was purposely designed to appear simple,
but offer many options for
expression. If in beat mode,
it will scroll through different
drum tracks. Rhythm mode
will provide backing chords.
Lead mode will provide
scales. Everything the strip
offers melodically fits with
whatever is playing on other
tabs by virtue of KANO
assessing what is currently
playing.

The tabs also feature a
“play” button to play the
tab automatically if there
is not one else around to
play with you.

Wifi and 3G connnectivity automatically find
other KANO users and alerty you to their
presence in this icon. Pressing it will allow
users to play together.

KANO defaults in an interface
where the rest of the keyboard
is faded out. Touching this icon
once will reveal it. Touching
again will show note names for
more advanced users.

In Rhythm mode, the scroll strip scrolls
through progressions which light up
chords that sound good together. In
Melody mode, it cycles through different scales that match with those chords.
In Beat mode, it sets the drum beat for

Everything underneath the
red circle are structures
that work well with happier
music. Everything under blue
are for sadder types of songs.
The yellow section features
structures that fit well with
jazz-type feelings. The green
section features more exotic
structures.
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Beat mode allows you to scroll through drum tracks with the
scroll strip. Moods are assigned based on the color of the
tracks. The tracks are outlaid on a grid. For customizability,
the user may can click anywhere on the grid to add beats and
drag beat to other parts of the grid.

Going into rhythm mode on one app, triggers chord progressions to
light up on the other device. Scales are also lit up allowing the
second user to improvise on top of the first player.
These two are in advanced mode with all the keys lit up.
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Specification

Market Value
This behavior of playful creation, is innate in many if not all people. The
feeling of playing or being able to play is what drives many people to
not just learn instruments, but for a lot of the casual crowd- to simulate
it. A game like Rock Band, which merely emulates the ability to play in
a band with your friends - never affording any creative input from the
players- generated a billion dollar earning series.
With Yamaha’s enormous brand power, users of this app will be
assured that this is a professionally designed app, backed by Yamaha’s
over 100 years of musical instrument making and innovation.
This app is designed not only as a product towards the casual market,
it is in fact a gateway to Yamaha’s entire product line of instruments.
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There is no reason why the KANO system of graphical
overlays cannot be applied to existing instrument interfaces.
Effectively, the KANOapp is a gateway means of exposing a large population to entire lines of instruments made by
Yamaha that are branded with “KANOenabled” capabilities.
Any instrument that can have it’s interface light up and can
be hooked up to a screen has the ability to offer a similar
system of “training wheels” that the KANOapp offers.

Monetization
Why an app? This is meant to target casual users. This is for
people who would love to play an instrument but do not feel like
spending a couple hundred on an instrument just to play it badly.
This is for people who already have an instrument in their hands
that they use on a daily basis but do not know it yet. For a few
dollars users can engage in an immersive musical experience.
The price point would be between $3 to $5 - the average price
point for musical instrument apps from the iTunes store.
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Evaluation

Though there are several instruments, physical and in app form, that offer “light
up” capabilities to teach individual songs, they do not illuminate entire possible
scale and chord patterns. There are very interesting musical app interfaces that
approach this concept however. Apps like Soundprism, Morphwiz, and Seline
prevent users from hitting the “wrong notes” however there is no hardwired
improvisational or collaborative capacity.
The difference with this app is that it is very much built to encourage easy
improvisation and collaboration. The collaborative aspect of syncing musical
possibilities between two devices has not really been touched as far as I know.
I am glad I got to the core of what I needed to address.
I, however, wish I could have more time to pursue it further as I did not reach
the final concept until very late. It was an extremely frusturating route of trying
to tackle too many problems before i finally got back to the core idea of helping
non-musicians find joy in improvising. It took too long for me to get there. However, this was the only way I could have learned about what it takes to come up
with a core concept. This project, drilled in me more than anything the need to
find a very principal need initially and to stick with it.
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